KolorStone® Kolor-Classic Sealer

Ash Grove® KolorStone® Kolor-Classic Sealer is a ready to use non-yellowing polymer that cures, seals and dust proofs concrete.

This clear, fast drying sealer is equally effective on interior as well as exterior surfaces where a tough impervious film is desired. Ash Grove® Kolor-Classic Sealer is a uniformly blended mixture of acrylic resins and low VOC solvents for increased penetration into the concrete substrate.

Kolor-Classic Sealer is recommended for sealing Kolorstone® Classic, stamped concrete, colored concrete surfaces, exposed aggregate concrete, sidewalks, patios, pool decks or any concrete surface. Ash Grove® Kolor-Classic Sealer has several advantages including gloss finish, resistant to staining, UV stable, resists water and most liquids, gloss finish and resistant to dirt penetration. Ash Grove® Kolor-Classic Sealer will enhance and/or darken colored concrete surfaces. Available in 1 gallon or 5 gallon pails.

Features, Benefits & Procedures

Ash Grove® Kolor-Classic Sealer is to be used straight from the container. Do not dilute. Placement is done with the use of a medium nap paint roller. Two uniform coats are recommended to insure a well sealed surface.

Allow at least 2-4 hours between coats. Do not allow the sealer to puddle. More coats may be added if a glossier finish is desired. Three coats are recommended for interior pool surfaces.

Ash Grove® Kolor-Classic Sealer dries to the touch in a couple hours. Complete cure takes seven days at 70°F and above. Coverage will vary depending on the substrate and the type of surface texture.

Typically, the first coat will cover 150 square feet per gallon. The second coat will cover approximately 250 square feet per gallon and exposed aggregate averages 200 square feet per gallon.

When using Kolor-Classic Sealer, make sure there is adequate ventilation. Wear protective gloves and goggles. Surface must be clean and dry and do not use in freezing temperatures or on frozen substrates. Keep away from flame sources.

Kolor-Classic PLUS

Kolor-Classic Sealer is available in a higher solids content. Kolor-Classic PLUS is available in 5 gallon containers only.

Give us a call for more information.

Product of the Month for October:
Kolorstone Tape & Stencils

Special Points of Interest:

CSI National Convention: Nashville, TN September 23 — 27
Iowa AIA Show: Des Moines, IA September 26 — 27